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A branc!ling process counted by a random characteristic has been defined as a process whi;:h 
at time t is the superposition of individual stochastic processes evaluated at the actual ages of the 
individuals of a brancil;ng population. Now characteristics which may depend not only on age 
but also on absolute time are considered. For supercritical processes a distributional limit theorem 
i$; proved, which implies that classica: limit theorems for sums of characteristics evaluated at a 
fixed age point transfer into limit theorems for branching processes counted by these characteristics. 
A point is that, though characteristics of different indigiduais should be independenr, the charac- 
teristics of an individual may well interplay with the reproduction of the latter. The result requires 
a sort of L”-continility for some I d pi 2. Its proof turns out to be ?;aiid for a wider class of 
processes than branching ones. 
For the case p = 1 a number of Poisson type limits follow and for p = 2 sonle nr~rmalitc 
approximations are concluded. For example results are obtained for processes of rare events. the 
age of the oldest individual, and the error of population predictions. 
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1. Introduction 
The traditional definition of g.~neral branching processes starts from the Ulam- 
Harris family history space: Lst No= (O}, N = the set of natural numbers, xxi 
I = 6 Iv. 
/I -=o 
The interpretation is that x = (ir , . . . , i,,) c I is the i,th child of . . . the i,,th child of 
the ancestor, who is labelled 0. FOI details see [6]. With each x there are associated 
a reproduction process &, i.e. a point proces,, .c telling at which ages x begets her 
children (x, I), (x, 2), etc., and a characteristic xx, i.e. a random function of age, 
telling us by which value II is uo be counted at different ages. The birth times of 
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individuals are recursively defined by 
00 = 0, crc x.1 1 = a, + inf{a; &(a) 3 i}. 
Here &(a) = &[O, a], the number of children of x up to age a, and inf of the empty 
set is infinity. 
Thus a branching process (2:) counted by characteristic x is defined by the 
superposition of x’s evaruated at the individual’s age at t: 
2: = C XAt-UJ 
.X6 I 
16, p. 1671. The characteristics are traditionally assumed to vanish for negative 
arguments (i.e. no individual is counted before she is born)-we shall refrain from 
this-and the couples (&, xl), x E I, are usually taken as i.i.d. This may however 
also be relaxed. 
We shall discuss Malthusian, nonlattice, and supercritical processes. This means 
that the reproduction function 
(6 and x are used generically for & and xl) is nonlattice, satisfies 
and has a Malthusian parameter cy defined by 
I 
r 
j&X)= e “‘p(df) = 1 
0 
(as is certainly the case whenever &x) < CC) , such that the average age at child- 
hearing 
I e “‘p(dt) -C w 
For such processes there is a basic growth theorem [S]: As t+ CE 
* 
c I#‘- t . 1 + M’LY 
I 
e “‘E[,y(t)] df = wE[i( a)] (in several senses), 
0 
for some ran&r\ variable w under general conditions. Indeed, for convergence in 
probability it is enough to require (for x vanishing on the negative axis) that E[,y] 
is XC’. continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure), 
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If further the %A- log Y-condition 
holds, the convergence takes place in L’ and under a slightly different assumption 
almost surely [Sj. Under (‘x log x’) also w = 0 if and only if the population ceases 
to reproduce after some time. 
Since the number y, of individuals born up to time t, grows roughly as e”‘, by a 
special case of the theorem (the characteristic 1 Lo,W,) the general theorem can be 
viewed as a law of large numbers for summation determined by a population growth. 
The question arises whether there are corresponding distributional limit theorems 
for triangular arrays of random characteristics. Indeed, for each t consider charac- 
teristics ~~~~~~~~ such that the pairs {&, xcX}XC.I are i.i.d. 
Under what circumstances will 
2:’ = c /ylx(t- ux) 
XEl 
converge in distribution, as t-m? 
By the basic growth theorem the case 
x,(a) = e-"'x( a) 
is already known. Another case has been treated in a thesis by Harnqvist, which 
deals with the Poisson tendency of streams of either rare occurrences or events in 
blown up time scales. The latter part can be found in [S] and is not covered by this 
paper. 
2. Main result 
The theorem beneath is formulated for branching processes but it holds more 
generally for (exponentially) growing stochastic processes, see Note 3. It relies upon 
a uniformity concept, which we name after Lebesgue: A class {fi; t 2 0) of real 
valued functions of a real variable is Lebesgue conformable if (a) for any T> 0, 
and (b) for any E > 0 the Lebesgue measure of 
tends to zero uniformly in t, as p J.80. If (c) the series 
converges uniformly, for Q > 0, we sha”I1 call1 the class cd%‘iene~. 
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These concepts will be applied to various functionals of stochastic processes 
{x,*(u); u 2 0}, i.i.d. for fixed t, to be used as characteristics. E.g. we shall consider 
for 8 E R, x, generic for xlX, 
cp,,,( ti) = E[e’““l’“‘], h,(u) = E[xt(u)l, gtw = ElIxtWl”l9 
and 
Q&4 = sup E[lx,(u + 4 --x&41p], 
Iv1-c 6 
for some 1s p s 2, all blown up by a factor e”‘. For the last of these functions we 
shall also need an average form of (b). 
cti, I 
+X 
lim lim sup e”‘&(u) e--“” du = 0. 
h * II r - c I 
Theotern. Consider a nonlattice, supercritical general Malthusian branching process 
with the l althusian parameter CY, 0 < LY < 00. Assume given, for each t a 0, a set 
(xrr ( u )) of stochastic processes (random characteristics) on the line such that 
64v XI, 1x1 19 are i.i.d. Denote the characteristic functions, expectations etc. as above 
and s14ppose that (e”‘hl; t 3 0) and (e”‘(cp,,,(O) - 1); t 2 0), any fixed 0, are Lebesgue 
conformable and (Y- Wiener and further that, for some p, 1 s p c 2, and all small 
S 2 0, g,( u ) and D,, ( u 1 also define Lebesgue conformable classes { eargl} and ( e”‘D,, ), 
(i fixeli. 
Assume that 
exist and are finite and that (6) holds. 
Let w denote the limit in probability of the normed total population, e‘-“‘y, -+’ w. 
Then 
comwges in distribution. as t + X. to a random tlariable whose characteristic function 
1, f. for u I1 t. ( yI, 1 is independent of the prot e TS { _y,, ; 11 a 0) this holds eL!en without 
tk conditions on g, and I&. 
/Vote 1. Condition (b) certainly holds if: 
Ikept pw4-4~ for ff in a closed Lehesgue null set 
iim CT”?,! 14) = f( u) I-1 
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exists, the convergence being uniform over compact sets, and the limit a.e. con- 
tinuocs. Then A is the Laplace transform 
f0 1 
+E! A 
ff ==a e-““f( u) du. 
--a0 
Similarly (6) is a consequence of: 
With the same possible exception as above 
lim sup e”‘&(u) = Ds( u) 
t-Pa2 
exists, the lim sup being uniform on bounded sets, and f6 J 0 a.e. as S 4 0. These 
conditions on cp,,,( 0) - 1 are uniform versions of the classical conditions for conver- 
gence of sums 
: X&4). 
i-J 
Note 2. If the ‘x log Y-condition, 
is not satisfied, then in the basic growth theorem w = 0 [5] and the theorem contains 
little. But it is stall true. 
Note 3. The theorem has been formulated for branching processes. As will be clear 
from the proof it holds very generally: Let {y:},._. be a nondecreasing, right 
continuous and nonnegative process such that 
e -Y: -+some w’, ! 
. _ I 
m L’. 
i Den.,te by aiI the time of y: hit$ng n, 
c,, = inf{? 2 0; y: 3 n}, 
and let {x:,,(u); rz = 1,2,. . .} be i.i 
conditions of the theorem and such 
a;,... r&XII,... , xfk+ Then 
c XI,* u - 4, ) 
f1 
d. processes on -cc < u < -W0 satisfying the 
that for any k {,y:,, ; n 2 k} is independent of , 
converges in distribution antI th2 limit has the characteristic function given. 
The branching process z*:r can be written in this form by ordering the individuals 
in the order they were born (or suitably (cf. [8]) for simultaneously born individuals) 
and letting a:, denote the birth time of the nth individual and x:,~ its characteristic. 
The independence of (x:,,; tz 2 k} and rr:, i 6 k, x:i, is k - 1, follows from the 
independence of (xrw, &) pertaining to different individuals. 
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For branching processes we can also handle the case where {e-*‘yt} is not uniformly 
integrable. Then [4], e-“‘y, -,’ 0 and we shall show directly that so does rrr. 
3. Prmf!?#. 
The Theorem will be proved by a sequence of lemmas, wh*ich are given for the 
general case of Note 3. Thus, let {y: ; t 2 0) be any nondecreasing, nonnegative 
stochastic process, w’ a 0 a random variable and cy > 0 a real number such that 
0, e-n’y: -5 w’, 
and 
(ii) sup e “‘E[y:]~< 0c). 
Define 
4 = inf{t 3 0; y, 2 0) 
and let, for each f, xin, n = 1,2,. . . , be i.i.d. stochastic processes uch that, for each 
k, (x:ll I,, -k and a),, l . . , (rb are independent. This will be assumed throughout in 
the following. For simplicity we also take y, as integer valued. 
Lemma 1. If (e”‘fi) is Lebesgue conformableand a- Wiener, and (y:) is as above, then 





h =lim 1~ e”‘fl(u) e ““ du 
I-.X -x 
exists. 
Proof. Let F > 0 be given. For any integer T > 0 
P 
[I 
Cfr(t-ok)- W’A >& 
h I I 
Bur 
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?<!+I e”‘lfi(u>l sup e--““~lj3 
V 
By (c) and the assumption that 
sup eBa’E[ y,] < 00, 
t30 
T > some T, renders this less than E. We fix such a T which is also large enough 
to guarantee that 
cy sup C eTan 
ISC) JnJsT ,,,s,u,p,+, ea’l.hw < 4% 
where c has been chosen so that also 
P(W’>C)<E. 




e-a'(y:+T - y:_,,), -T =s u s T, 
e-a'(y:+T -yiuT), u > T 
1 fr(t --al) = e”‘f,(u)v,(du). 
\r-~cFi\-l-_ 7 J 
Now, let {t,) be any sequence tending to infinity. By using first the characterization 
of convergence in probability through a.s. convergent subsequences [ 3, p. 67 J and 
then the diagonal argument, we can produce a subsequence {t,,*} such. that as. 
v,,,,(u) -+ w’(eaT - evaI’) 
for all u E [-T, T]. The Lebesgue conformability implies that {ecy’fi} s a Lebesgue 
uniformity class on [-T, T] in the terminology of [I]. Therefore [ 1, theorem i] 
lim sup e 
r;+x IJ --c~‘~~~ft,, (u) v,,,.(du) - A w’ 
S lim sup 
t;-+r IJ eerkr $,.t u) vt,,,i du) - J “ cy e@(‘n,- “‘ft,,( u) W’ du 1 -7 I 
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Hence from an arbitrary sequence {f,,} tending to infinity we can extract a sub- 
sequence z,,+ such that a.s. 
,!im_ i, C fr,.(k- 0; 1 
n *-Nil: T 
exists and lies between w’(A - 42~) and w’(h + 42~). It follows that 
+P [I x f,,(bl--4~ - W’A > EW’/2C,O< WI=% +pcw’> c] 1iI, -#Iii- 1 I 1 
can only exceed 2~ for finitely many f,,., Since (t,) was an arbitrary sequence, this 
implies that 
lim sup P 
[1 
c f,(f-o;)- w’A 
f---X :I -miJ- 7‘ 
and the convergence in probability has been 
Note. For nonstochastic y: and continuous fr of the form emalf this is a case of 
Wiener’s general Tauberian theorem [ 10, p. 2141. 
Lemma 2. With ( fi} us irt t,(mi!ma f hut rhe 
e ‘*F[ y:] -+ some ‘y ( +=. 




assumption e _ “‘y: ep IV replaced by 
Proof. In the preceding proof we must only replace V,(U) by E[ v,( u)]. The sub- 
sequence arguments implify since (for 1141 s T) 
E[q(u)]+ y(eck7’--e ““)_ u 
Lemma 3, If {e“‘jJ satisfies (al, (6) and (c). and 
Prmf. Again patterned after that of Lemma 1. !J 
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Lemma 1 is enough to prove our theorem for (xi”} independent of {y:}. Indeed, 
Conditions (a) and (c) imply that 
SUpIR..(WlIj+O asMoo, 
u 
and, as above, that 
lim sup E C I~,,-,:(~) - 11 
IdoT [ n 1 
C emnk 
k ks-r+rr,.<k+l 
k _y , earlso,., - 11 e-a”h 
= --r + 1 
c eQ sup He-"'yJ C ewak kez~L~+, ear Id e) - 11 
t k 
is bounded in t, (a) taking care of the central part of the sum and (c) of the tail. 
From the complex inequality 
~log(l+r)-z~+~‘, 1214, 
we then deduce that, for t large enough, 
1 Iq,,,._. +C-- 11’ ir, 
II 1 
-UP tam(@)-llE C Iv,.,-u,,(o)- 11 . 
14 n I 
Thus 
as t -+ m, and consequently 
and 
E[l-j c..,-#)]+ 
by dominated convergence. 
qei” :, &;,(r-u;) ] = 
But if {,&} and {$} are independent, 
E[ l-J 4%-&P)]. 
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In the general case {CT;) lwill be approximated by a simpler sequence-this is where 
the fkontinuity assumption (6) enters. The clue is given by the following 
Lemma 4. As n + a~, 
0; - (l/a) log n 5 -(l/d log w’ (=+oo if W”=O). 
in all points of continuity of the distribution function of (l/a) log w’. The proof 
will be complete after (the simple but useful) 
Lemma 5. If Y, Y,, Y2, . . . are random variables, then Y,, -2 Y if and only if 
I(,‘,-. I) -s l{Y- r}r 
for all t such that pII Y = t] = 0. 
Proof. It is trivial that Y,, --*’ Y yields the convergence of indicators. For the 
converse let (nJ be any subsequence of the natural numbers. By the subsequence 
characterization [3, p. 671 and diagonal argument again we can find a subsequence 
{ni} such that 
1 i“$ * I} 
a.*. 
-1 { I’-- I), 
for all t in a countable dense set without Y-mass and hence for all t with P[ Y = t] = 0. 
Therefore Y,I; 2.’ Y and convergence in probability follows from the converse of 
the subsequence characterization. 0 
Prmf of the theorem. Lemma 4 makes it natural to approximate a:, by 
6,, = ( l/a)(log n-log w’). 
Wyl’ever this need not be independent of {xi,,}. Therefore we use a two step 
procedure: For fixed k, 
U,“, = (l/Iy){log It -log( k e -Irt’;)} 
is determined by 17 ; and is therefore independent (by assumption) of {x:~ : n 2 k}. 
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Still it should be close to &, and therefore to oi, at least for large k, since 
ke -Q”h. + ’ w’ by Lemma 4. 
For any random variable 6 2 0 a process 7, is defined by 
it= #(n;(l/a)(logn-log i+t}=[Ge”‘]. 
If E[ $1~ ~0, then clearly 
and 
e-“‘E[f,] + E[ 61. 
Hence, the conclusions of Lemmas 1 and 2 must hold (which can also be proved 
directly by Riemann sums). For the choice 6 = wk = k e-““; 
as t-,m by ia) and (c). However (abusing the notation) 
by the 
any k 
1 ,&(t-af:)s E[e”‘h’-(*)I. 
,, :2 k 
proved case of the theorem (y; and xi,, independent). It follows that for 
. 
as t+W. 
Since wk -5 w’ and 
as a characteristic function (to the power Wk), dominated convergence yields that 
lim E[e 
k +a- 
+,,(B)] = E[e”‘ia’fi)]. 
To check that 
has this same limit in distribution as 
c x:t, 0 --ok) (first t+a,then k++ 
t1 
we consider 
p II Cx:tl(t-a:,)-X:t,(t-af;) > E tl I 1 
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c xL(r-o’)-x:,(f-~*)I T)E]+P[ l~~x:.(r-u’)-x:.~~-~~~l >I&]. 
#I= 1
By choosing t > some Tk we can make the first term < E. To the second one we 
apply first Markov’s inequality and then the generalized Minkowski inequality due 
to von Bahr, Esseen, and in this generality Chatterji [2] (which states that for some 
A, dependent only upon p, 1 s p s 2, 
1: ix,, ’ [I II s A,, f E[)X,$‘]  I 
holds (trivially and) always for p = 1 and if the Xi are martingale differences for 
1 < p 5 2 [3, p. 3911). In our case we write 
Then, for IZ > k, xi,, (t - ui,) and x:,# (t-a: ) are both measurable with respect to 
B,,-, whereas a:, and ai both belong to the latter. %,, and xi,, is independent of 
By the assumptions made on 
h,( 4 = El-X,( u)] 
in the theorem, 




A =Jim LY 
J 
e%,( 14) e- ‘I” du. I+1 .x- 
Therefolc we may as well assume that 
and hence that {xi,, (t - O:, ) -,& (t - afi, ); n a k} are martingale differences with 
respect to (a,,; n 2 k}. 
Thus by Markov and Minko\a:ski-Chattereji and, for any S > 0, 





tt .z- k II 
TG WjQ,, 1 ~[~~:,,(f-~:,)-~~,~(~-~~j~~] 
II -k 
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= (2l~T’Ap C E[E[IXL (2 
I 
-(r:,)-*:n(i-a~)IPl~n-l]; la~-a~]<6] 
11 s k 
+ C HE[lx:n 0 -u:,)-*:n(f-uf:)~p~~n_,]; la:, -+4] 
nak 1 
s (2/&)‘Ap E I[ C SUP E[IXin (t-u:, )-XL (t-u:, + u)Ip(~n-II iri?k Ivl<s 1 
+E C 2E[Ix:n(t -~:,)I”+Ix:,,(~-~f:)lpl~t,-~l; 14, -dP 6 ’ 
nak I) 
In the notation of the Theorem, 
D,ch) = sup E[Ix,bj +x,( u + ujl”], 
IclrS 
the first term is 
By assumption and Lemma 3 the lim sup as t-, ~10 of this tends to zero as S&O. As 
to the second term, we consider first 





Lj=-.z1 j- I-tr;,* /+I J 
t1 :- Ii 
g&4 = E[lxt(~)l"l~ 
Since 0 S y,, s 1, 
For any C > 0. Hence 
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The first term tends to zero and the last term can be made little for all t by choice 
of a large C, exactly when {e-“‘y:} is uniformly integrable. For branching processes 
this occurs under the ‘x log Y-condition, 
E[iW log’ i(a)]< 00 
[4]. In this case we must therefore for E > 0 choose first C, then 6 and then k to 
make &C(Y) and C supnak P[Id-- crfj > 6, w’ > 01, res$ectively, sufficiently small, 
and finally let t *m. This completes the proof of the theorem under ‘x log X’ or, 
generally, uniform integrability. 
We turn to branching processes with 
As mentioned, then e-“‘y, -+‘O [4]. Let again E > 0 be given. For any integer T 
and S > 0. we have, writing 
6 A,(2/ E )"E Ix~,,V-4JP +P[Y,+~> 8 e*"+T 
1 
Ixbl(f - 4, >I” 
3 
9ApCWp 1 E C eafgr(t _ gL ) e-atr-lr;) ,-afl;, 
fk! T-r k=-rI-u;<k+l 1 
+ fly,+ 7- > S e*(riv7“]+(2/#‘A& c gl(t-4,) 
It-UJST I 
ls,zs..e~'~*J' 
+ P[Yri7 > lj err(f+T’ I+ Wd”A, SUP e”‘gt(u)t!i eclT. 
iz4ica T 
Here we can first choo SC” T to make the first sum less than $E and then find S so 
that so are the two second terms for t 2 some t(& T). Here we used 
supr e. “‘E[ y,] < x, the uniform conl/ergence in (c), e -*‘yt --+’ 0, and (a). 
The theorem is now proved. 0 
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4. Applications 
I 
A. Rare eoents 
Consider events {IS:, t 2 0}, which may occur in an individual x’s life with a little 
probability pt - A e-“’ as t -, 00. Assume that the individual’s age at the occurrence-if 
it takes place-has the distribution GI, and that G, converges weakly to G as t 3 00. 
If x,(u) just tells whether the event has occurred or not up to age u, then 
Ed@) = p,G,(u) de + 1 -ptGl(u). 
Hence 
ea’{cptu( 0) - l}+ hG( u)(e” - 1) 
in continuity points of G. Thanks to the monotonicity of GI, (b) holds and sinze all 
G, vanish on the negative axis Q,,( 0) - 1 also satisfies (c). Also 
Mu) = ECx,(w)l= E[1~tWll= ptGtW 
meets the three conditions. 
Finally, for p = 1, 
Qb4=pt maxKW+WGb), GW-G(u-6)) 
so that 
e”‘&(u)-+h max(G(u+S)-G(u),G(u)-Gfu-6j) 
for u, u+ 6 and u-S outside some countable set, and (a), (c) and the joint part of 
‘b) and (6) are satisfied for the relevant functions. Further 
+3c 
lim sup eatDts( u) eeau du s A 
t+m I -CO I *(G(u+S)-G(u-4)) e--“” du, 0 
which certainly tends to zero as S&O. Thus, by the theorem the number 27’ of such 
Et-events up to time t is asymptotically as t-+ 00, mixed Poisson with the parameter 
AI&). 
With a similar argument it can be shown that if I,, . . . , I, are disjoint intervals 
with finite right endpoints and 
1 
xtw = 
if the event occurs at an age in the set u + fi Ij, 
\=I 
0 otherwise 
(here xl(u) need not vanish fo, u negatrve!), then zF1, the number of occurrences 
in the set t + Ur=, Ij, converges in distributions towards a mixed Poisson variable 
with the parameter 
hW&)CY I eau du L!;q4n I, 
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and thus we can conclude the weak convergdnce (with respect to the semi-weak 
topology induced by convergence of the integrals of continuous bounded functions 
with a support bounded to the right) of the point processes 
q,( tt) = number of occurrences before t+ u 
towards a mixed Poisson process [7, Theorem 4.71. 
B. Rare events at evanescing or oscillating ages 
Consider events (E,, t 3 0}, E, occurring at an age with the (subprobability) 
distribution G,. Suppose that with a, defined, for some A > 0, as 
the 




a e”‘Gl(u, + u) e -““ du = A 
--x 
are uniformly convergent (in t). The process z;Yc, 
1 
x,w = 
if E, has occurred before age u + a,, 
0 otherwise, 
then counts the number of &occurrences before t+ uI. The monotonicity of G, 
and the uniform convergence assumption implies that h,(u) = G,( a, + u) satisfies 
(a), the first part of (b) and (c). The second part of (b) follows from the definition 
of a,. Similarly, q,,,( 0) - 1 satisfies all conditions. Finally. with p = 1, Qa satisfies 
the joint part (b) and (b), along with h,, and certainly 
I 
t 1 
lim lim sup e”‘L&( u) e-*” du = 0. 
s:o I-.X -Cx 
Hence we can conclude that the number z:l of &-occurrences before ?+a, is 
asymptotically, as t + m, mixed Poisson with parameter hw. 
Just as in A, the weak convergence of the point process q,(c) =number of 
occurrences before t + a, + v towards a mixed Poisson process can be shown. 
As an illustration we consider the process of hero mothers. Assume that: for each 
n=l2,... . Q<(m) > n J > 0, whereas P[&Q) < ml= 1. Let E, be the event of ever 
obtaining )I, children for some n, + 1~‘. Then 
and if the q-translated Laplace transform of this converges uniformly in t, condition 
(c) must hold. (A sufficient cohdition for the existence of such {a,} is that 
lim sup pC5(a) 2 rz I[(=) > n] > 0 
,I * 3 
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for some a.) We conclude that the number of hero mothers is, approximately, mixed 
Poisson. 
A second illustration is provided by the attainment of high ages. Here we suppose 
that individuals have a finite life following a distribution function L, which should 
be left continuous at the right end point of its support (possibly = +a~), Then we 
can find s, such that L( s,) c 1 but L( So)? 1. With Et = {celebration of the s,th birthday} 
this fits into the present framework. 
Define 
a,=log(A/{l-L(s,))(l-e-““I)). 
Then the integrals 
J 
+Ur 




=a (e”‘( 1 - L(s,)) ea(st-ul)) e-“‘“-‘“t-“I” ds = A 
S,--aa, 
are uniformly convergent, since eryr( 1 - L( s,)) e-a(s~-ul) s A. 
Hence the appropriate mixed Poisson convergence 
birthdays. 
follows for the number of st 
c. The old individuals 
Assume that life spans follow a proper distribution function L with L( l4) < 1 for 
u < +a~ For t not too small there exists an a, with the property 
Generally we let a, be any numbers such that the lef; hand side converges to one, 
as z’+ 00. Similarly, to any such {a,} and v > 0 we let u,(v) be such that 
n(l+a 1 lime ‘a J +* (1 -L(u)} e+*” du =v. 1-+X 14,( 1’) 
Also this can always be chosen so th?t equality really holds from some t,. onwards. 
Clearly 
But, for any real numbers a < b, 
J 
+ ‘zx? i-+x 
{ 1 - L(u)} e-“” du ,> eatbTu) J { 1 - L(u)} eMnu du. (4 b 
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Hence, if v’> v, we must have that 
e alu,( uhq (‘ -c. of, 
if only t > some t’. 
We now define the characteristic x~( u), which is one if the individual is alive at 
t + a, with u > u,(v) - a, and zero otherwise. This yields a variable t? counting the 
number of living individuals older that u,(v) at time not t but t + a,. 
In order to satisfy conditions (a) and (b) we require that 
inf (l-L(u-tl))/{l-L(u)}=a>O, 
14 2 0 
(as is true if I -L(u) has an exponential tail). Then, for t > z’, 
F 
+ x 
c’ ,> e l2(f+d,) cy (I -L(u)) e--‘r“ du 
*’ 14J t:) 
l 
J 
u,( L’l-+ I 
Ir f8( ‘+a ) -e ‘0 (1 -L(u)} e-“” drr 
‘1, ( 1’ )
hxe rI(‘+tr,)( 1 _L( u,( o))}a ,--~~~~qw~~, 
which implies that 
sup e”‘E[X,( u)] = sup e”‘(1 -L(u+a,)} 
a. I‘. ir 14 ‘II,( I’) -u, 
if only 2 > t’, Together with the fact that x,(u) vansihes for II <I -lu,( v) - a,l, i.e. 
certainly for u < --Ilog c’~,/(Y and t > t’, this means that cp,,,(@ - 1 and h’(u) = 
J!&(U)] must satisfy (a) and (c), at least for t > t’. The first part of (b) follows 
from distribution function properties (recall the form of (p”,( 0) - 1, e.g.). The second 
part of (b) follows from the requirements on a’ and u,(v), like t f + LX 
a J e'%, t u) e “” drr = CY J e”‘{ 1 - L( II + ~1,)) e- ‘li’ du - \ -1 
=e 1x ( ’ + 11 k ‘ff {l -L(u)} em-“” du -+ 0. 
The conditions on & and g, for p = 1 are easily checked. It follows that the 
number 2:’ of individuals older than u,( u) at t+ Q, is, asymptotically as t + 00, mixed 
Poisson with the parameter DW. 
As an applicntion of this we ncbte that the age U’ ‘$ the oldest indicidual at t + a, 
c(atisfies 
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To make this more explicit consider the case of 
l-L(u)- ye+” 




as a + 00. Hence we can choose a, = art,@ and 
to obtain 
or in terms of the maximal age at t, A, = UPl,qa+PI, 
P[A I - at/(a +p) s s]+ E[exp(-aryw e-(a+P)s/(a! +p)}], 
as t-,a. 
Returning to the general case, we note that if ut is defined by equality, it will not 
increase in v. Hence we can consider nonincreasing u,, a sequence of intervals defined 
by I, d r, :S l2 G r2 s l l l G l,, s r,, and let xl(u) = 1 exactly when 
Uf( rj) < U + a, d U,( lj) 
forsomej=1,2,..., n and the individual is alive at time u + a,. In the same manner 
as above it can be shown that z:r converges to a mixed Poisson variable, this time 
with parameter 
W i (rj-lj). 
j=l 
Hence, as in A the weak convergence as t + 00 follows of the process qt( v), counting 
the number of individuals older than u,(v) at time t + a,. 
D. The random error of population projection type predictions 
Classical population projections are piedictions of some future property of the 
population, which take into account the present age distribution of living individuals, 
but no other stochastic properties. This means that they hai*e, A, being X’S life span, 
the form 
for various functions f like: 
(i) the expected size <of the progeny of a u-aged individual a time units hence, 
f(u) = Ek,Wl,lf’C~ > ~1, 
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z,(u) denoting a process tarted from a u-aged ancestor at time zero [6, p. 1761, or 
(ii) the expected number of children to be borne by those alive now, 
f(u)=E[5(u,~)llP[A>ul=(m-~(u))IP[A>ul, 
m’= p@) being the expected number of children per individual, or 
(iii) the expected remaining life over some (retiring) age a, v denoting maximum, 
f(u)=E[(A-uva)+]/P[A>u]. 
Pn the last two cases it is easy to construct characteristics that measure the random 
error of the predictions made, 
and 
xf ( u) = e-“‘I*{ e( &I, *) - (m -p(u))l,,,,,,/P[A > u]} 
~:(u)=e-““‘((A-uva)+- WA -u v a)+]&,,/P[A > u]) 
respectively. Then 
h,(u) = E[x,Wl= E[x:Wl=O, 
and by the central limit theorem 
drf{(pff,(e) - 1) + ;e* V(U) 
where co,,, is the characteristic function in question and V(u) denotes P[A > u] times 
the conditional variance of t( u, 00) or (A - u v a)+, given A > u. The summed random 
variables are dominated, 
t 
where g and g’ are bounded (except possibly in a neighbourhood of the right end 
point of the support of the life span). Hence if the second moments of ((00) or A 
are finite, the convergences can be seen to be uniform (outside the neighbourhoods 
mentioned) by appropriate Taylor expansions. Also 
V(u)~Var[e(u,a+& E[&@] and V(U)~ E[A’I, 
respectively. Hence V is bounded, and also of bounded variation (cf the next 
example). This guarantees the conditions (a), (b) and (c) of the Theorem for the 
case p = 2. Neither is condition (6) difficult to verify. 
Hence 
2” 53 N{O, w\i(a)), I 
and similarly for z$, in an obvious notation for mixed normal random variables. 
The population size prediction problem in (i) is more subtle, since the progeny 
Z,(U) of a u-aged individual is not a random characteristic. However, we can 
construct a true random characteristic 
{z&,W); UZO} 
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such that the conditional distributions of the processes zLx (u) and z,,(u) given 
(5,, A,) coincide (i.e. (&, A,, {& (u); u 3 O}},,, are i.i.d.). then 
d 
z t+a = c &WC) 
u,sr 
and hence we can still apply our theorem, but to 
e_Ql’czL (u)- E[t,(u)]ljA,,)/ P[h > u]). 
For the verification of conrditions it is enough to assume that 
2 
E u e-““((du) II ~00, 
as is certainly tF+? case whenever &Q has a finite second moment. This will be 
developed further in the next section. 
E. Approximation of the limit variable w 
Consider a projection type prediction of 
w = f& e-“‘y, (in probability), 6 = c w- 41 f*,z-t-ctr,j9 
rr,cr 
where 
v(u) = lim E[e-“‘y,(u)]/P[A > u] 
f -4 .x 
is Fisher’s reproductive value of a u-aged individual [6, p. 2121 divided by the 
average age at childbearing, 
and y,(u), like z,(u) above, is one plus the total progenies up to time t + u of the 
daughter processes initiated by the ancestor after attaining age u. The interpretation 
is that this is a process started at ti:ne zero by a u-aged ancestor, the probability 
law not being conditioned upon this ancestor surviving ;rge u. In the notation 
w,(a) = lim e-“‘y,,(a) in probability 
I -t .-i 
the limit variable w can, for any t 2 0, to be expressed as 
As in D(i) the w,(u) are :lot random characteristics but again true characteristics 
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w:(u) can be constructed so that 
d 
W= c e --“‘w:(t--o,) 
o,st 
and the theorem can be tried on 
xtrw =e -Oti2{ w: (u) - V(U)l{Ax>c4,~* 
We must then assume that E[w’]< 00, 
Then also 
which is the case as soon as E[& a)] < ~0. 
v(u) = E[ w( u)]. 
By Taylor expansions the conditions on the characteristic functions of x1(u), needed 
for this, are reduced to corresponding requirements on 
e”’ Var[x,(ti j] = E[Var[ w( u) 1 II, J] = P[h > u] Var[ w(u) 1 A > u]. 
Condition (aj can be directly verified. For condition (b) an elementary regression 
formula yields 
E[Var[w~u)]l~,-~,,~]]=Var[w(~)l-Var[E[w(~)~~~~,,~ll 
= E[w’(u)]- E’[w(u)]+P[h > u]P[h s u]v”(u). 
But splitting w according to the individuals of the first generation, we obtain 
w(u) = e”” C e-"m~llw,i,(0). 
CT , , , 7 c4 
Conditiona!ly upon & the wJ0) appearing here are i.i.d. This means that E[ w2( u)] 
and E’[ w( u)] must both have bounded 
be true for the last term. This yields 
intervals we shall take recourse to (c): 
By the regression formula and the 
variation on finite intervals. The same must 
(b) on any finite intervals. Outside finite 
splitting above (we make the assumption 
w(0 j = w, i.e. c(O) = 0, to simplify notation) 
en* Vartx,( u)] s Var[ w( u)] 
=e J 
1; cl 
2 ‘I 11 e- 2’rur‘p (da) Var[ w] + Var 
[ J 
en” 1 e--““t(du), E”[ w]. 
u- u- I 
Replacing the summation condition (c) by integration, which is possible in the 
present case. we see that the condition is valid if 
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(which is true by assumption) and if 
which is the case under, e.g., the assumption that 
2 




Var[ eau” lUy e-‘.“f(da)] s S[ { u it; e-““i2[(da)}2]/u2 
2 
SE ae -““‘“((da) u’. II/ 
Certainly other monotone square integrable functions that l/u would do. The 
asymptotic ontinuity condition (6) follows in the same manner as above for p = 2. 
Hence 
e -at/2 (I+, - w) -J N(0, wi&)), 
where 
V(u)=Var[w(u)lh > u]P[h > u]. 
5. A remark on the Mice case 
Consider a branching process, whose reproduction is of a lattice type. Then a 
discrete version of our main result holds. As a matter of fact conditions simplify, 
the continuity requirements (part of (b) and all of (6)) becoming irrelevant, thanks 
to the essential discreteness of time and age. 
For notational simplicity assume that reproduction can take place only at ages 
0, 1, 2,... and consider the process only at time points t =0, 1, 2,. . . . Then 
h,(u) and qtlc( 0) - 1 should satisfy, t and 11 taking only integer values, 
sup ecr’lfi( n )I <: m, 
f,lnl-; I‘
(6) A = lim (1 -e--*) y e”%(n) e-Y 
l-+X rJ=-x 
exists and is finite, 
; 
i 
(3 and the sum is uniformly absolutely convergent. 
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The function &Jo), determining the limit, turns into the sum 
, 
!im, (1 -e-“) y e’R’{(pt,l( 0) - 1) e-“‘I. 
-a ?P=--oc 
Lemma 1 follows from the convergence 
v,((n}) 5 w( 1 -eda) e-cr’*, 
for n =-T,-T+l,..., T and t-, 00 on the integers. 
The first difficulty arises with Lemma 4, which now takes the form 
CT:, -(l/a) log n-,q 
Here w is the limit in probability, as n * 00, of e-““y,,, existing by a lattice version 
of [S, Theorem 3.11 and square brackets denote integer part. The proof produces 
from an arbitrary given sequence a subsequence {n’}, such that 
(l/cu) log n’-[(l/a) log n’]-+some c. 
Since w is continuous on (0, m) [9], it follows that 
1UId log n’hl-[(l/d log n’]+[c-(l/a) log W] 
a.s. on w > 0. But that 
ok,-[(l/CY)logn’]~lc-(l/a)log w]+l 
forlows as in Lemma 4. 
For the further approximation: we use, instead of wk = k P”;, the martingale [8] 
Rk = l+ i eSfr”~{$,(n)- 1) 
?i -0 
with a.s. limit a@~, 
as before. With the corresponding 
gf: =Rl/4 log(n@I&)]+ 1 
it holds, by the continuity of W, that 
rr:, - (Ti =cr~~-L~Il(y)log(~l~)l-l+[(~/~)~og~n/w)]-[(l/cu)log(n~~/~,)]~O, 
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on w> 0, as first n and then k > 00. The rest of the proof runs smoothly with 6 < 1, 
since then 10: - a: 1 c S implies that the two actually coincide. 
Our applications hence generalize to the lattice case, where the rate of convergence 
results (D) and (E) might be of some interest. in the case of Galton-Watson 
processes the predictor $ of w in (E) is proportional to normed nth generation 
itsc?lf., and, thus, a theorem by Heyde on the rate of convergence of supercritical 
Gztlton-Watson processes [6, p. 381, follows. 
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